Memorandum

New York City Transit

Date       June 12, 2019
To         All Responsibility Centers
From       Dan Ronan, Interim Chief Electrical Officer
Re         2019 HOURLY JOB SELECTION ADDENDUM

Below are changes to the “Hourly Job Selection” to be conducted on June 17, 2019. The changes are as follows:

1: In RC: 2924
   (1) 34/8th Ave New Tech, M367, 12M-8A, Sun/Mon, IND, SigMtr will be added.
   (1) 34/8th Ave New Tech, M391, will be changed to “IND”

2: In RC: 2917
   (2) Jobs M025D and M069C will be removed.

3: In RC: 2918
   (2) Jobs M155B and M159C will be removed.

4: In RC: 2922
   (2) Jobs M215B and M227B will be removed.
   (1) Tower 1, M

5: In RC: 2923
   (6) Jobs M337A, B, C, D and H337A & B add note “13”.
   (2) Jobs M309C and M360D will be removed.

6: In RC: 2927
   (2) Jobs M215B and M227B will be removed.
   (4) South Ferry (SMH) M4301P, Q, R and S will be converted to “Helper” jobs with the same job numbers beginning with “H”.

7: In RC: 2928
   (6) Jobs M2055A & B, M530A, B, C & D will get note “8”.
   (2) Jobs M530E and M560E will be removed.

8: In RC: 2934
   (2) Jobs M603 and M665 will be removed.

9: In RC: 2936
   (2) Jobs M670 and M691 will be removed.

Cc: J. Devine
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